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Abstract—Generalized low-density parity-check (GLDPC) codes,
where single parity-check (SPC) constraint nodes are replaced
with generalized constraint (GC) nodes, are a promising class of
codes for low latency communication. In this paper, a practical
construction of quasi-cyclic (QC) GLDPC codes is proposed, where
the proportion of generalized constraints is determined by an
asymptotic analysis. We analyze the message passing process and
complexity of a GLDPC code over the additive white gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel and present a constraint-to-variable update rule
based on the specific codewords of the component code. The block
error rate (BLER) performance of the GLDPC codes, combined
with a complementary outer code, is shown to outperform a
variety of state-of-the-art code and decoder designs with suitable
lengths and rates for the 5G Ultra Reliable Communication (URC)
regime over an additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with
quadrature PSK (QPSK) modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to support an extremely high user density, as well
as numerous device-to-device and machine communications,
fifth-generation (5G) systems aim to increase the capacity of
existing mobile networks by a factor of 1000 [1]. The proposed
Ultra Reliable Communication (URC) regime of 5G constitutes
a critical component to achieve such goal, as it will enable
low-cost and power-efficient anywhere and anytime signalling
services [2]. A number of potential candidate codes for 5G URC
have been proposed recently. A representative summary can be
found in [3], where the authors compared turbo, low-density
parity-check (LDPC), polar, and convolutional codes, both in
terms of performance and computational decoding complexity.
To meet the tentative constraints of machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications, the authors in [3] consider a low coding rate
R = 1/12 and short block length (480 bits or 2400 bits). A
polar code stands out in the performance comparison, although
this solution is limited by the decoding delay imposed by the
the sequential nature of successive cancelation (SC) decoding
algorithms, which ultimately limits the decoding throughput.
Generalized LDPC (GLDPC) block codes were first proposed
by Tanner [4], and are constructed by replacing some/all of the
single parity-check (SPC) constraint nodes by more powerful
generalized constraint (GC) nodes, where the GC nodes can be
any (n, k) linear code and the n input bits to the GC node are
checked correspondingly. The sub-code associated to each GC
node is referred to as a component code. GLDPC codes have
many potential advantages compared to conventional LDPC
codes, including fast convergence speed, improved performance
in noisy channels, and low error floors [5], [6]. Examples of
component codes used in the literature are Hamming codes [7],
Hadamard codes [8], and expurgated random codes [5], [9].
In this paper, we propose a novel GLDPC design method-
ology that has its roots in a recent contribution by some
of the authors in [10]. Here it is shown that, as we vary
the proportion of GC nodes in the GLDPC code graph, the
tradeoff between rate and iterative decoding threshold presents
a unique optimal operational point where the gap to capacity
is minimized. Using a GLDPC code operating at exactly this
rate (typically larger than the R = 1/12 target rate), we first
optimize a quasi-cyclic (QC) graph lifting to avoid the dominant
error events we observe by testing randomly constructed codes.
The QC structure also has the benefit of efficient hardware
implementation and analysis [11], [12]. We find that the error
control performance is somewhat sensitive to the placement of
the GC nodes and perform a search for a good distribution of GC
nodes, avoiding weak areas. Next, in order to achieve the desired
target rate, we propose to combine the optimized GLDPC code
with an outer hard-decision decoded, low-complexity code that
is designed to match the overall rate to R = 1/12. In addition to
achieving the desired rate, we show that the outer code allows a
good performance/complexity trade-off, since the GLDPC code
can achieve good enough performance for the outer code to
clean up the remaining errors. To the best of our knowledge,
the idea of combining a GLDPC code with an outer code as a
viable solution for 5G URC is novel in the area.
In particular, we propose an exemplary design that combines
a protograph-based (2, 6)-regular GLDPC code, in which 75%
percent of the nodes correspond to (6,3) shortened Hamming
component codes and 25% are SPC nodes, with a rate R = 1/2
outer code, e.g., a Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code.
Protographs [13] impose a structure on the derived code graph,
which facilitates the design of fast decoders and efficient
encoders, as well as a refined control on the derived graph
edge connections [14]. We note also that, unlike a conventional
LDPC code, a (2, 6)-regular GLDPC code has good distance
properties and message passing performance [14]. Using such
a simple regular graph with a QC lifting allows an efficient
implementation of the GLDPC message passing decoder, since
variable nodes only have to propagate incoming messages with-
out performing any computation. We provide a summary of the
GLDPC decoding complexity, and demonstrate that relatively
few iterations of the GLDPC code are required to achieve
acceptable error control performance - a critical feature for
severely power-constrained devices utilizing 5G URC. Finally,
we compare the code performance with the candidates proposed
in [3] over an AWGN channel with QPSK modulation showing
favorable results.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the notation used to define the
properties of the GLDPC code ensembles considered in this
paper. Throughout, we consider (J,K)-regular graphs, where J
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Fig. 1. Tanner graph of a GLDPC code.
is the variable node degree and K is the check node degree.
Regular graphs are attractive for VLSI decoder implementation
and possess robust finite-length scaling behavior [15].
Following [10], we consider a GLDPC code ensemble that
is obtained from an LDPC code ensemble (e.g., an LDPC code
ensemble defined by a protograph [13] or following an degree
distribution (λ(x), ρ(x))) by replacing a fraction ν of SPC nodes
with identical GC nodes corresponding to an (n, k) component
code, while the remaining constraint nodes are SPC. The Tanner
graph of a GLDPC code from such an ensemble with block
length N is illustrated in Fig. 1. The Tanner graph of any code
in this ensemble contains N variable nodes, ν JKN GC nodes,
and (1− ν) JKN SPC nodes. The LDPC ensemble obtained by
taking ν = 0 is referred to as the base LDPC code ensemble or
simple the base ensemble. The design rate of the base ensemble
R0 is given as R0 = 1 − J/K and the design rate RJ,K,ν
of the GLDPC ensemble is given by RJ,K,ν = R0 − ν(1 −
R0)(k−1). We assume that the incoming edges to every degree
K GC node are assigned uniformly at random to each position
of the component code. Using the asymptotic analysis proposed
in [10] for a binary erasure channel (BEC), we investigate the
tradeoff between rate and the threshold as a function of ν for
a (2, 6)-regular protograph-based GLDPC code ensemble with
a fraction ν of rate R = 1/2 shortened (6, 3) Hamming linear
block codes as GC component codes.1 Note that this tradeoff is
optimized when ν = 0.75 at the point where the gap to capacity
is minimized, resulting in a coding rate of RJ,K,ν = 1/6. Other
regular ensembles with higher densities can be explored, but
as a representative example in this paper we will restrict our
analysis to the (2, 6)-regular case. This ensemble is of practical
interest since it minimizes the GLDPC decoding complexity and
simplifies message passing as a result of its low density.
III. PRACTICAL GLDPC CODE DESIGN FOR 5G URC
In this section, we investigate several aspects of code design,
including QC lifting, placement of GC nodes, and outer code
design/code rate matching.
A. QC Graph Lifting
The base LDPC code ensemble can be drawn from a random
ensemble defined by a degree distribution (λ(x), ρ(x)), from a
1The protograph of the base ensemble is defined by the all-ones base matrix
B of size 2× 6, and base ensemble obtained following the usual permutation
matrix based protograph construction method, see [13].
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Fig. 3. Dominant error patterns detected in randomly constructed (2, 6)-regular
QC GLDPC codes.
semi-structured protograph-based ensemble, or from the struc-
tured sub-ensemble of QC codes, where the permutation matri-
ces selected in the protograph-based construction are restricted
to be circulant. It is well known that the algebraic structure of
QC codes allows simple encoding using shift registers, with a
complexity linear in the block length [16]. Properly-designed
QC graphs have been shown to perform as well as computer-
generated random LDPC codes, regular or irregular, in terms of
bit-error performance, block-error performance, and error floor
for codes with short to moderate block lengths [11].
Following [12], we first write the parity-check matrix H of
a (J,K)-regular QC-LDPC code lifted from the all-ones base
matrix B of size J ×K with lifting factor s and code length
N = sK as follows
H =

I(0) I(0) . . . I(0)
I(0) I(s1,1) . . . I(s1,K−1)
...
...
...
I(0) I(sJ−1,1) . . . I(sJ−1,K−1)
 , (1)
where si,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ J − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1 are the left
shifting parameters, such that I(0) is the s× s identity matrix
and I(si,j) is the left shifted s× s identity matrix where each
row of I(0) is circularly shifted to the left by si,j positions.
In order to guide our design, we randomly sampled QC codes
from the (2, 6)-regular ensemble and determined empirically the
dominant error objects, shown in Fig. 3. Structure 1, shown
as Fig. 3(a), corresponds to two 4-cycles connected by a GC
node and Structure 2, shown as Fig. 3(b), corresponds to an 8-
cycle composed of SPC nodes. Both of these objects, and some
other less dominant objects not shown, can be eliminated by
increasing the girth g of the base LDPC graph.
To ensure that the matrix H defined in (1) has a girth of
at least 2(i + 1), a necessary and sufficient condition [12] is∑m−1
t=0 ∆jt,jt+1(kt) 6= 0 mod s, where ∆jt,jt+1(kt) = sjt,kt −
sjt+1,kt , for all 2 ≤ m ≤ i, 0 ≤ jt, jt+1 ≤ J − 1, and 0 ≤ kt ≤
K − 1, with j0 = jm, jt 6= jt+1, and kt 6= kt+1. Given that,
in this case study, the target block length is 480 bits, all check
nodes have degree 6 and that s should be chosen to be a prime,
we select s = 83 which gives a slightly larger block length of
490 bits. The resulting (2, 6)-regular matrix has the form
H(2,6) =
[
I(0) I(0) I(0) I(0) I(0) I(0)
I(0) I(s1,1) I(s1,2) I(s1,3) I(s1,4) I(s1,5)
]
(2)
There are many possible ways of choosing s1,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5.
We remark at this point that girth optimization is greatly
facilitated by the low-density (2, 6)-regular structure. Note that
(2, 6)-regular LDPC codes have poor distance properties. In
fact, any QC-LDPC code in the form of (2) has dmin ≤ 6,
independent of s [17]. This implies, in turn, that the largest
girth we can achieve is g = 12 in the base LDPC code, since
a cycle of length 2c implies the existence of a codeword of
weight c in a (2,K)-regular code. In order to choose the shift
parameters, we make use of Theorem 2.1 in [12], and adopt
the so-called Power construction to select s1,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 as
s1,j = a
1bj mod s. For s = 83, we can choose a and b as
two distinct nonzero elements of GF(s). When a = 2, b = 3
[s1,1, s1,2, s1,3, s1,4, s1,5] = [77, 65, 60, 76, 62], resulting in an
H matrix with (optimal) girth g = 12.
In Fig. 4, we plot the bit error rate performance on the
BEC of several base LDPC codes, including QC-LDPC codes
constructed following the power method with [a, b] = [2, 3]
and [3, 5] (with girth g = 6), a randomly constructed (2, 6)-
regular code, and a randomly constructed semi-structured (2, 6)-
regular protograph-based code. All simulations were allowed
Imax = 100 iterations. We remark that the waterfall performance
of all codes are similar, but the error floor of the optimized QC-
LDPC base code is reduced significantly.2 We will see later that
this property will be inherited by the code after a certain fraction
of SPC nodes are replaced by GC nodes.
B. Location of the GC Nodes
Given the matrix of the base LDPC code, we now turn our
attention to the locations of the GC nodes. As discussed in
Section II, the optimal proportion, from a threshold perspective,
is that 75% percent of the check nodes should be replaced
by GC nodes. The performance of the GLDPC codes with
75% shortened (6, 3) Hamming codes is somewhat sensitive
to the locations of GC nodes. In particular, regions of the
graph with multiple local SPC nodes should be avoided, since
those constraints have less local error correcting capability. We
sampled 300 randomly chosen GLDPC codes and selected the
best performing code.
C. Target Coding Rates
To adapt the designed GLDPC code to the 5G URC regime,
we consider techniques to lower the coding rate from R = 1/6
2Note that representative curves are plotted here from a selection of simulation
results.
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to R = 1/12. Among others, this could be achieved by
adding more GC nodes and/or utilizing an outer code. Both
approaches have advantages and disadvantages. We expect that
adding more GC nodes should improve the error correcting
performance by improving the local decisions at constraint
nodes; however, we know that the threshold of the ensemble
will become (relatively) further from the capacity. Alternatively,
the outer code can be selected to complement the inner code
(error locations/size/type); however, this will require additional
circuitry and implementation cost. In Fig. 5 we compare the
BLER performance of a rate R = 1/12 GLDPC code, obtained
by selecting ν = 0.875, versus that of the rate R = 1/6 GLDPC
code with a rate R = 1/2 outer code that can correct 20
errors. For this comparison, both (2, 6)-regular GLDPC codes
were randomly constructed following the protograph method
with randomly placed GC nodes (similar results are obtained
for different random draws of the matrices). The results show
that the higher rate GLDPC code, optimized for threshold,
with an outer code has significantly better performance than
adding more GC nodes. Note that, in addition to good waterfall
performance, we do not observe an error floor down to a BLER
of 10−8 with the outer code version. The outer code can be
chosen to be any (n, k) linear block code of appropriate length
and rate to meet the target, such as a (83, 40) shortened BCH
code. We would expect to use a low-cost, high speed, hard-
decision decodable code for the outer code. With a block length
of 83 bits and a rate R = 1/2, we can conservatively assume
that the decoder can correct up to 20 errors [16].
IV. GLDPC MESSAGE PASSING
In this section we discuss the message passing update rules
for the for GLDPC code. Compared to the conventional belief
propagation update rules for LDPC decoders, the only difference
here is how to process probabilistic messages at the GC nodes.
In this regard, this processing completely depends on the chosen
component code. In our example, the generator matrix of the
rate R = 1/2 shortened (6, 3) Hamming code is
G =
1 0 0 1 1 00 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1
 , (3)
and the associated codebook is
C =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0

. (4)
The update rule for a (6, 3) Hamming GC nodes is therefore
determined by C. Let Λj denote the input LLR message coming
from the j-th variable node connected to the GC node, where
index j, j = 1, . . . , 6, corresponds to the jth input to the
component code, and let Λ˜j denote the output LLR message
to be sent to the j-th variable node, then it follows that
Λ˜j = log
 ∑
i∈{1,8}
Ci,j=0
exp
 ∑
m∈{1,6}
m6=j
I[(Ci,m = 0)](Λpj − Λ∗)


− log
 ∑
i∈{1,8}
Ci,j=1
exp
 ∑
m∈{1,6}
m 6=j
I[(Ci,m = 1)](Λpj − Λ∗)

 ,
(5)
where Ci,m denotes the m-th bit of the i-th codeword, i =
1, . . . , 8, Λ∗ = maxj Λj , and we use the log-sum-exp trick
to avoid numerical issues in the evaluation of the exponential
terms. Note that at variable nodes and SPC nodes the message
passing update rules those for standard LDPC decoding [18].
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V. DECODING COMPLEXITY
We measure the computational complexity of the decoder
by enumerating the number of additions, subtractions, multi-
plications, divisions, comparisons, max (min) operations, and
table look-up operations.3 Most of these operations correspond
to one equivalent addition, whereas the comparison operation,
in most cases, corresponds to two equivalent additions [3]. In
the following, we ignore the hard-decision decoding complexity
of the outer code, as the additional complexity is negligible
compared to the GLPDC message passing complexity.
According to (5), there are 27 × K additions/subtractions
and 10×K multiplications/divisions to update every GC node
and every SPC node respectively. Furthermore, note that the
variable node degree is J = 2, hence there is only one
addition to perform when updating the variable nodes and
thus the decoding complexity per iteration for variable node is
J×N = 996. Altogether, the decoding complexity per iteration
is J NK ν27K+J
N
K (1−ν)10K+JN = JN(11+17ν) = 23655,
given J = 2, N = 498, and ν = 0.75. If Imax denotes the
maximum iteration number, the decoding complexity (in the
worst case) is 23655× Imax. To minimize Imax, we compare the
decoding performance for different values as shown in Fig. 7.
Even with only 5 decoding iterations, the performance degrada-
tion compared to the case Imax = 50 is approximately 0.25 dB
at a BLER of 10−5, and decreases further to approximately 0.05
dB if we allow 10 decoding iterations. Note that the number of
iterations is also related to the decoding throughput.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In [3], the authors investigated turbo, LDPC, polar, and
convolutional codes with a variety of decoders as candidates
for 5G URC. To validate the proposed approach, we compare
the simulated decoding performance of the (2, 6)-regular QC
GLDPC code with an R = 1/2 outer code against the afore-
mentioned codes from [3] in terms of BLER performance over
3Although these operations are not equivalent from a hardware implementa-
tion point-of-view, we adopt this metric to be consistent with the complexity
analysis of coding schemes in [3].
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the AWGN channel. All coding schemes have 40 information
bits and rate R = 1/12. Fig. 7 displays the results where
the GLDPC decoder was allowed Imax = 10 iterations. We
remark again that we use a concatenated scheme (GLDPC and
outer code) to achieve improved performance for the targeted
coding rate. Two example outer codes are shown: the first only
decodes up to 7 errors, but we observe that the performance is
comparable with the polar code scheme; the second corrects up
to 20 errors and we observe significantly improved performance,
close to a 2 dB gain at a BLER equal to 10−5 over the polar
code scheme. Further comparisons with other potential coding
schemes, including a variety of polar codes, are the subject of
ongoing work, however the results in Fig. 7 demonstrate the
potential of the proposed design methodology: an inner GLDPC
code optimized asymptotically for threshold and proportion of
GC nodes with finite length QC design based on eliminating
problematic objects along with a relatively simple, off-the-shelf,
hard-decision decoded outer code that cleans up the remaining
errors. With such a performance gain, we believe our proposed
design approach is a strong candidate for future URC standards.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel coding scheme for
5G URC based on combining an inner GLDPC code with a
simple outer hard-decision decoded outer (e.g., BCH) code.
Asymptotically, the proportion of the GC nodes is optimized
for threshold while, for good finite-length performance, the
GLDPC code is constructed with a simple regular quasi-cyclic
graph which is attractive for analysis and VLSI implementation.
Our results demonstrate that we can achieve remarkable gains
compared to existing schemes in the literature and the approach
could be considered for future URC communication standards.
Throughout the paper, a (2, 6)-regular GLDPC code was used
as an example, since it has a number of desirable features in
practice, but future work will include a study of ensembles of
higher densities, investigation of performance with higher order
modulation, and a performance analysis when the numerical
precision of the proposed message passing scheme is limited.
Further, doubly-generalized LDPC codes will be also explored,
since they can provide a large flexibility of code design.
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